New steganography algorithm to conceal a large amount of secret message using hybrid adaptive neural networks with modified adaptive genetic algorithm
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1. Introduction

Steganography algorithm is kind of camouflage that allows to embed the encrypted data into cover media (e.g. Text, image, audio, video, etc.) to generate stego-media. The secret message (Smsg) cannot be seen in the stego-media while it is transmitted on public communication channels in the common types of computer networks. The goal of steganography algorithm is not only to conceal a large amount of secret messages but also to transmit these imperceptible messages; this is done by different techniques and used by many researchers (Filler et al., 2011; Fridrich, 2009; Pevný et al., 2010).

Wang and Moulin (2008) constructed perfectly secure steganographic by embedding the message into the cover-text. The resulting Stego-image (I₁) has exactly the same probability distribution as the cover-text. El-Emam (2007) proposed an efficient algorithm to hide a large amount of data into the color bitmap image and to work against statistical and visual attacks. Munuera (2007) shown some relations between steganographic algorithms and error-correcting codes, these relations are used to construct good steganographic protocols and deduces their properties from those of the corresponding codes. Sajedi and Jamzad (2010) introduced boosted steganography scheme (BSS) that has a preprocessing stage before applying steganography methods. The goal of BSS is increasing the undetectable of I₁. Qian and Zhang (2012) proposed lossless data hiding method to embedding secret data into JPEG bitstream by Huffman’s code mapping. Qu et al. (2010) proposed a novel quantum steganography protocol based on quantum secure direct communication using entanglement swapping of Bell’s states, the protocol builds up hidden channel within the improved ping-pong protocol to transmit secret messages. Lee and Chen (2010) proposed a novel data hiding scheme that uses a simple modulus function to address four performance criterion (the embedding capacity, the visual quality of the I₁, the security, and the complexity of the data-embedding algorithm). Lee et al. (2010) presents an adaptive reversible data scheme based on the prediction of difference expansion; this scheme gains from embedding capacity by taking full advantage of the large quantities of smaller
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